Miracle Deliverance Ministry

The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the Dawn Treader

Fantasy-paranormal Magical Movies Part 3
C.S. Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien: Heretical Fruits
“[God] said (in the Bible) that we were gods and He is going to make good His words. If
we let Him for we can prevent Him, if we choose He will make the feeblest and filthiest of
us into a god or goddess, a dazzling, radiant, immortal creature, pulsating all through
with such energy and joy and wisdom and love as we cannot now imagine.”
C. S. Lewis,

Imagination Gates Mind Control
http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com/marriage-and-family
THE BEASTS OF THE GOLDEN DAWN
"The teachings of the Golden Dawn
were diverse, and included Ceremonial
Magic, Kabala, inner alchemy, Tarot,
Enochian Magic, astrology, divination,
and Egyptian Magic - all with the aim of
performing the Great Work of selfrealization." 1

"The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of
the Dawn Treader"
1

In other words, it was a cesspool for
Satanism, but as you note that Kabbala is a
part of its structure, Jewish involvement
comes to mind. It's founder (William
Westcott) said that it was an extension of a
German Rosicrucian Order called, "Golden
Dawn," and the Bavarian Illuminati now
comes to mind, for it is reported that
Weishaupt had formed a coven called the
"Golden Dawn" a century prior to this British
counterpart. This is believable in that
Weishaupt was also dabbling in Kabalistic
magic. The Golden Dawn coven has also been
associated with the House of Rothschild.

Ibid
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Aleister Crowley joined
Golden Dawn in 1898,
Crowley was notorious in
his lifetime - a frequent
target of attacks in the
tabloid press, which
labelled him "The
Wickedest Man in the
World"

Aleister Crowley joined Golden Dawn in 1898, and
was permitted entry by one founder (Samuel
Mathers) into the Second Order; that founder, while
running his Paris lodge, claimed to have been
permitted into the Third Order (the French
Rothschilds??). Crowley the magician was a lover of
all manner of sin, and went so far in his lunacy as to
claim association with the 666 beast of Revelation 13.
Crowley was a fool of the highest order, for which
reason he was expelled from the Golden Dawn.
However, decades later, several British rock bands
promoted the man as Tavistock and Stanford
partnered with them in reducing a generation of
hippies into similar "open sinners." From these
hippies arose charismatic groups with Rosicrucians
stripes, including some leaders of the Vineyard
churches. 2
"Crowley was a pioneering mountain climber, a pioneering
homoerotic poet, a pioneering ritual magician, a heroin
addict (not so pioneering), a sleazy womanizer, a closet
homosexual, a vocal feminist, a racist, a German
collaborator, a British secret agent..." 3

Influences on Golden Dawn concepts and work include:
Christian mysticism, Qabalah, Hermeticism, the religion of Ancient Egypt, Theurgy,
Freemasonry, Alchemy, Theosophy, Eliphas Levi, Papus, Enochian magic, and Renaissance
grimoires. 4
Aleister Crowley and Jack Parsons, the "Beasts."
What's that? A German collaborator and a British secret agent, together? Exactly what we would
expect if the Rothschilds of both countries were conspiring! 5 In 1914, Crowley transferred to New
York, where "he wrote pro-German propaganda...working for British intelligence in this effort"
Crowley arranged (early 1930s) for an OTO lodge in California, and in 1941, Jack Parsons joined it;
later, Parsons would head that place. 6

2
3
4
5
6

Ibid
(http://www.rotten.com/library/bio/religion/aleister-crowley/)
http://www.crystalinks.com/crowley.html
ibid
(http://www.rotten.com/library/bio/mad-science/jack-parsons/)
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Parson was friend to L. Ron Hubbard, whom we know was also involved in the spy
business. Hubbard became involved with Parsons in sex-depraved occult activity, and these
nuts, or so it is reported much, sought to give birth to a "moonchild," or a female Avatar
messiah to couple with the anti-Christ. Crowley had considered himself the Avatar of the
anti-Christ, but then wanted Parsons to become the next Great Beast. Parson wrote: "And
thus was I Antichrist loosed in the world; and to this I am pledged, that the work of the
Beast 666 shall be fulfilled."7

C. S. Lewis and J. J. Toilkin Golden Dawn members
.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis - The Occult Overtones In ... witch, that both Tolkien and C.S.
Lewis were initiated in the H.O.G.D. (The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn),8

Tolkien, - Lewis, Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn Part1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEHj0c2NeII
Sermon2Tolkien, Lewis, Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn 1/7
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aL1vyw5DSH0&feature=related
C. S. Lewis spoke very highly of Charles Williams and his
books, so I read all of his books. They are novels that mix
darkness and occultism with some insights about
Christianity. In “The Greater Trumps,” the hero is a saintly
woman who saves the day by doing magic with Tarot
cards.9
Williams was as much a mixture as his books were. He
started out as a serious occultist. He believed Theosophy
and other occult teachings, and he joined the Golden Dawn,
a group that practices “sex magick,” which is ritual sex that
is done for the purpose of getting occult power. (The
notorious Satanist, Aleister Crowley, was a member of the
Golden Dawn.) Williams left the Golden Dawn and joined
the Anglican church, but he kept some of his Theosophical
beliefs.
Lewis also had a close friend named Owen Barfield. He
dedicated the Narnia books to him and named Lucy after Barfield’s daughter. Barfield was a
philosopher who started out with Theosophy and developed his own version of it.

7
8
9

ibid
http://www.illuminati-news.com/tolkien-occult.htm
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/006/narnia-trouble.htm
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ALERT! Pastors of the United State, you can again worship at the feet of the fantasy-magical

witchcraft gods of C.S. Lewis; who, along with J. R. R. Tolkien were participants of the
Rothschild personal coven of the Order of the Golden Dawn. These men believed there are
many doors to Heaven besides Jesus Christ.

Who is Aslan?
Aslan, the "Great Lion", is the central character in The
Chronicles of Narnia, a series of seven fantasy novels for
children written by C. S. Lewis. He is a talking lion, King of
the Beasts, son of the Emperor-Over-the-Sea; a wise,
compassionate, magical authority (both temporal and
spiritual); mysterious and beloved guide to the human
children who visit; guardian and savior of Narnia. The
author, C. S. Lewis, described Aslan as an alternate
version of Christ—that is, as the form in which Christ
might have appeared in a fantasy world.10
Throughout the series, it is stated that Aslan is "not a
tame lion", since, despite his gentle and loving nature,
he is powerful and can be dangerous. He has many
followers, which include vast numbers of Talking Beasts,
Centaurs, Fauns, Dryads, Dwarfs, Satyrs, Naiads,
Hamadryads, Mermaids, Silvans, Unicorns, and Winged
Horses. Lewis often capitalises the word lion, since he is,
at least partially, represented as God.[ 11

Aslan died on the cross for your child and was
resurrected at the popular witchcraft worship
center in England. He was slaughtered in a witches
blood sacrifice for the soul of Edmund and death of
the “White Witches.”

Stonehedge
England

C. S. Lewis never Christmas, and it doesn't become
Christmas until Aslan arrives; how Aslan dies for a
sinner, a little boy who represents everyone, and
takes away his sins; and how Aslan
... He
introduces an animal god to replace Jesus.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TiWkcykUQuw&feature=related
Jesus would never use a river demon to fight His battles; but look at this:
Aslan & The River God
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ppwfhrYQBxM&feature=related
10
11

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aslan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aslan
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Aslan's Death ~ The Lion, The Witch And The
Wardrobe (with The Lion King music)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCx58G88H
aY&feature=related
Aslan ~ My Sacrifice
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7hjsXbDls&feature=fvw
Aslan meets with The Witch to strike a deal with
her. The deal ... making a deal for the soul of a
man (in Lewis’s world Aslan dies for one
mischievous, cowardly, deceived boy

Aslan is blasphemously sacrificed by “White
Witch” in the presence of the half man- half
goat, Pan God on a stone altar … I thought that
“Black Witches” did animal sacrifices!
Aslan superciliously resurrects through the gates of Stonehedge
SACRIFICING YOUR CHILDREN
There is a “turning away” in doctrinal
standards, in the demand for a regenerated
church membership, in church attendance.
Many churchgoers will not endure “sound
doctrine.” They will not hear those who
preach the “total depravity” of man, the
necessity of the “New Birth,” and the
conscious and endless torment of those who
reject Christ as the only and personal Savior.
They demand teachers who “itch” (tickle) their
ears with pleasing, novel and sensational
doctrines. 12
"The Voyage of the Dawn Treader" is
the third book in the Narnia series. It
directly promotes spells and magic.

“White Witch subliminal
Skul and bones on altar

12

Chapter 10 ("The Magician's Book")
features a book of spells that is on an
island inhabited by invisible creatures
called Dufflepuds. Lucy works a spell to
make the Dufflepuds visible. She goes

Pat Holliday, Ph.D., The Power of the Force, http://www.patholliday.com
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through a spell book, and it is beautiful and fascinating. Then she finds the right spell
and says the words and follows the instructions. And then the Dufflepuds (and Aslan)
become visible. Her spell made Aslan visible, and he is pleased with what she did.
The book of spells is beautiful and fascinating. One spell is illustrated with pictures of
bees that look as if they are really
flying. In the world of C.S. Lewis’
day, this would not have caused
practical problems.
However, these days, kids can go to
regular bookstores and buy spell
books written by modern witches.

"The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the
Dawn Treader

Many Christians are treating the
Narnia books as being an allegory,
with Aslan representing Jesus and
the children representing Christians.
If you do this with “The Voyage of
the Dawn Treader,” then you
portray Jesus as being pleased
when Christians do magic and work
spells. And you support the idea
that that there are “good” spells and
“good” magic. That belief is the
basis for modern “white” witchcraft.
However, the Bible clearly forbids
any form of witchcraft:

“There shall not be found among you any one that maketh his son or his
daughter to pass through the fire [child sacrifice], or that useth divination
[fortune telling], or an observer of times [astrology], or an enchanter [working
spells], or a witch [practicing witchcraft or consulting a witch], or a charmer [using
charms and other objects for protection or “good luck”], or a consulter with familiar
spirits [channelling], or a wizard [doing magic], or a necromancer [spiritism,
contacting the dead]. For all that do these things are an abomination unto the
Lord.” (Deuteronomy 18:10-12) 13

13

Trouble in Narnia: The Occult Side of C.S. Lewis by Mary Ann Collins, http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/006/narniatrouble.htm
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In the book, "The Voyage of the Dawn
Treader”, the Dufflepuds are ruled by a
wizard. He uses magic to rule the Dufflepuds
because they aren’t yet mature enough to be
ruled directly by Aslan. So there is good
magic and a good wizard. This magic
prepares people for relationship with Aslan.
Again, if Aslan is taken as a symbol for
Jesus, then magic prepares people to become
Christians.14

Hermetic Order of the
Golden Dawn

"The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of
the Dawn Treader" will indeed be among
2010 winter movies. Clarifying the
circulating speculation about the film's
possible Christmas release, 20th Century Fox
and Walden Media announced that they have
set the third "Narnia" film to arrive in U.S.
theaters on December 10, 2010. 15
"1782 tends to be seen as the moment the
Illuminati moved their headquarters to
Frankfurt, which happened to be home to
the Rothschild clan." 16

2 Tim 4:4, --“And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto
fables.” KJV
The Book of Deuteronomy 18:9-12
“When thou art come into the land which the Lord thy God shall give thee, beware lest thou
have a mind to imitate the abominations of those nations. Neither let there be found among
you any one that shall expiate his son or daughter, making them to pass through the fire: or
that consulteth soothsayers, or observeth dreams and omens, neither let there be any wizard,
Nor charmer, nor any one that consulteth pythonic spirits, or fortune tellers, or that seeketh
the truth from the dead. For the Lord abhorreth all these things, and for these abominations e
will destroy them at thy coming.”

14
15

Ibid

http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/ToilkenDEMONIC%20MAGIC%20MOVIE
S%20The%20Lord%20of%20the%20Rings.pdf
16
http://www.tribwatch.com/goldendawn.htm
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The entire world will fall into strong delusions and this will happen just before the coming
of Our Lord Jesus Christ.
John 14:6, --“Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto
the Father, but by me.” KJV
Weep for your children sitting in many churches; they are in some churches that bus them to
these demonic movies.
WHAT DOES C.S.LEWIS BELIEVE ABOUT JESUS

FABLES, FANTASY AND FALSE CHURCH

Children no longer want to attend church? Disney and Walden media films hears your despite,
hollow and empty cries and actively bringing the wizards, C.S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien to
your rescue.

CS LEWIS ON JESUS' PROPHECY
OF THE END TIMES DENIEL OF THE DIVINITY OF JESUS:
"Say what you like," we shall be told, "the apocalyptic beliefs of the first Christians have
been proved to be false. It is clear from the New Testament that they all expected the
Second Coming in their own lifetime. And, worse still, they had a reason, and one which
you will find very embarrassing. Their Master had told them so. He shared, and indeed
created, their delusion. He said in so many words, 'this generation shall not pass till all
these things be done.' And he was wrong. He clearly knew no more about the end of the
world than anyone else."
It is certainly the most embarrassing verse in the Bible. Yet how teasing, also, that within
fourteen words of it should come the statement "But of that day and hour knoweth no man,
no, not the angels which are in heaven, neither the Son, but the Father." The one exhibition
of error and the one confession of ignorance grow side by side....
The facts, then, are these: that Jesus professed himself (in some sense) ignorant, and within
a moment showed that he really was so. To believe in the Incarnation, to believe that he is
God, makes it hard to understand how he could be ignorant; but also makes it certain that,
if he said he could be ignorant, then ignorant he could really be. For a God who can be
ignorant is less baffling than a God who falsely professes ignorance. The answer of
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theologians is that the God-Man was
omniscient as God, and ignorant as Man.
This, no doubt, is true, though it cannot be
imagined." 17

J.R.R. Tolkien

1 John 4:1, —“Beloved, believe not every spirit,
but try the spirits whether they are of God:
because many false prophets are gone out into the
world. 2 Hereby know ye the Spirit of God:
Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is
come in the flesh is of God: 3 And every spirit
that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in
the flesh is not of God: and this is that spirit of
antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it should
come; and even now already is it in the world. 4
Ye are of God, little children, and have overcome
them: because greater is he that is in you, than he
that is in the world.” KJV

C.S. Lewis - "Lord, Liar, or Lunatic" - Mere Christianity
http://www.outube.com/watch?v=-5079rCfs6I&feature=related

Lewis says, “Jesus is not God; He is a madman!”
The Identity of God - Tolkien wrote in a letter that the chief purpose of life is “to increase our
knowledge of God,” but the idea of God contained in his writing is very different from the
Biblical revelation of God. Dr. Ralph C. Wood, an expert on Tolkien's work, described Tolkien’s
concept of God as “a remote supreme being who rules the universe through ‘lesser gods’ or
ruling spirits, an idea much closer to Norse and Celtic mythology than the caring personal
God of the Bible.” 18
J.R R. Tolkien and C. S. Lewis’ entire stories are of complete Syncretization, defined as: "to
reconcile different beliefs, as in philosophy or religion ... to combine differing beliefs". {The
Tormont Webster's Illustrated Encyclopedic Dictionary}. The Bible absolutely forbids
"reconciling" Godly beliefs, methods, and doctrines with that of Satan [2 Cor. 7:14-17] and yet
that is exactly what so-called Christian leaders are attempting to do when they insist that God
and Jesus Christ can be found in this most Satanic of story lines. 19

17

18
19

The World's Last Night (1960), found in The Essential C.S. Lewis, p. 385
Dr. Ralph C. Wood, http://homepages.baylor.edu/ralph_wood/

http://www.cuttingedge.org/news/N1630.cfm
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Both Tolkien and Lewis endorsed drinking alcohol and smoking and did so in their
personal lives – This may seem trivial to some but it should be pointed out. Lewis wrote these
themes in his children’s books and also included swearing in the stories as well. Tolkien’s Rings
includes characters engaged in smoking.20

C. .S. Lewis who wrote the books of Narnia, another
fantasy world, used a Lion God (also a symbol for the
"God" of the Illuminati - Satan/Lucifer). This Lion God he
called Aslan, compared to the Brotherhood's "Asalam"

Both J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis were
initiated in the H.O.G.D. (The Hermetic
Order of the Golden Dawn), which is a
deeply occult, black magic secret society. A high initiated witch related that both Tolkien
and C.S. Lewis were initiated in the H.O.G.D.
(The Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn),
which is a deeply occult, black magic secret
society. (The "Order of the Golden Dawn" was
primarily made up of mystical "Christians"
and former followers of .Madame Blavatsky
the founder of the Theosophical Society that
still adhered to Luciferianism),21

During a discussion about Tolkien and his
work, this male witch commented that "The
Hobbit" and the rest of the Middle-Earth series
was merely an elementary 'primer' for
witchcraft. He was even a bit irritated at the
lack of background knowledge about Tolkien
ASALON THE FASLE JESUS
among the people gathered. Later he added
C.S. Lewis to the conversation as another well
known literary figure that was initiated in the H.O.G.D. If this is true or not is hard to say, but it
is interesting and well worth looking further into. However, there are more indications that both
Tolkien and Lewis had Golden Dawn connections. Charles Williams was a friend of Lewis and
Tolkien and also a member of the H.O.G.D. Williams along with Tolkien and Lewis were
members of a close knit Oxford reading group known as “The Inklings.” This is almost certainly
where Lewis arrived at his extra-biblical ideas concerning the Holy Grail and other mid-evil
myths.22
C.S. Lewis did not identify the source of the supernatural power in his Chronicles of Narnia. He
presented magic as something rather ordinary -- something to be used for good or evil.
(Interestingly, witches have a similar view.) His characters were not wary of magic . . . and
20
21
22

http://www.tldm.org/News8/JRRTolkien.LordOfTheRings.HarryPotter.CSLewis.Narnia.htm
ibid
ibid
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neither are the majority of evangelical Christians today. (Are we supposed to believe this is mere
coincidence?)23
Preachers’ are you’re ready for another dose of witchcraft to promote in your churches? Why
not, many of you endorsed, bussed your
Christian Children to the movie theaters
to see The Chronicles of Narnia, the Lion,
the Witch, and the Wardrobe and Prince
Caspian. The results of your spiritual
ignorance, Christian children were
brainwashed and returned to your
churches totally bored with the Bible and
Jesus.24

The film will be released theatrically
in Australia on December 9, 2010
and in the United States and United
Kingdom on December 10, 2010.
Christian Children Were Brainwashed

The Inklings of Oxford: C.S. Lewis, J.R.R.
Tolkien and Their Friends - Book Trailer

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Byz-TFVy0YM&feature=related
C.S. Lewis explains Narnia
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-Hqv9RfKaA&feature=related
These Satanists are masters of deception and Christian parents are gullible fools;
hoodwinked and swindled of their children’s souls by literary knights in Satan’s Sanctuary.
Worshipping Christian leaders are duped by the lies of the multitudes of fifth column
infiltrators into the Christian Church to kill it and its children.
”Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our gathering
together unto him, 2 That ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor
by word, nor by letter as from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand. 3 Let no man deceive you
by any means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away first, and that
man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; 4 Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all

23

http://www.remnantradio.org/Archives/articles/PH/Newsletters/ToilkenDEMONIC%20MAGIC%20MOVIE
S%20The%20Lord%20of%20the%20Rings.pdf
24
http://libertytothecaptives.net/cslewis_fruits.html
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that is called God, or that is
worshipped; so that he as God
sitteth in the temple of God,
shewing himself that he is God,”( 2
Thess. 2:1-4). KJV
BEWITCHING VOYAGE

Edmund and Lucy Pevensie,
along with their pesky cousin
Eustace
Scrubb,
find
themselves swallowed into a
painting and on to a fantastic
Narnian ship headed for the
very edges of the world. Joining
forces once again with their
"The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the
royal friend Caspian X and the
Dawn Treader
warrior mouse Reepicheep;
they are whisked away on a
mysterious mission to the Lone Islands and beyond. On this bewitching voyage
that will test their hearts and spirits, the trio will face magical Dufflepuds,
sinister slave traders, roaring dragons and enchanted merfolk. Only an
entirely uncharted journey to Aslan's Country - a voyage of destiny and
transformation for each of those aboard the Dawn Treader - can save Narnia, and
all the astonishing creatures in it, from an unfathomable fate.
Very bewitching indeed; C. S. Lewis' most famous books are perhaps the Chronicles of
Narnia, his occult, fantasy books for children. In them he went to great lengths to glorify
and promote many black magic ideas. While some maintain that the spiritual idea behind
the fantasy is the truth of scripture, the cold hard facts point in the completely opposite
direction. He was introducing children to witchcraft through esoteric (hidden meanings)
writings.25 Aslan, the lion, turns Jesus into an animal and is another Jesus, another gospel,
by another spirit to steal your children’s minds and souls.
With the December date set, speculation is brewing that this third film is bumped to the
particular date because the studios feel "Narnia" franchise is a winter material. The speculation
came up seeing that "The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe", which
25

http://www.tldm.org/News8/JRRTolkien.LordOfTheRings.HarryPotter.CSLewis.Narnia.htm
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was released in December 2005, grossed $291.7 million domestically, while its summer release
sequel, "The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian", raked in only $141.2 million.
"The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the
Dawn Treader" has Michael Apted serving as
the film's director. It will also see the return of
Ben Barnes, Skandar Keynes and Georgie
Henley as Prince Caspian, Edmund and Lucy,
and the joining of Will Poulter as Eustace
Clarence Scrubb. Screenwriter Michael Petroni
has recently been tapped to pen the script.
In this third movie, Lucy and Edmund Pevensie
will make their third trip back to Narnia.
Accompanied by their cousin Eustace, they meet
up with Prince Caspian on a trip across the sea.
Aboard the royal ship The Dawn Treader, they
encounter dragons, dwarves, merfolk, and a
band of lost warriors before reaching the edge of
the world. 26
The Voyage of the Dawn Treader, the third book in the series (fifth in chronological order) of
The Chronicles of Narnia, returns Edmund and Lucy Pevensie, as well as their priggish cousin,
Eustace Scrubb, to Narnia. There they accompany King Caspian on a voyage to find the seven
lords who were banished when Caspian's evil uncle Miraz stole the throne. This perilous journey
brings them face to face with many wonders and dangers as they sail toward Aslan's Country at
the eastern end of the world. The story takes place in Narnian-year 2306/Earth year 1947/1948.
(These dates are not drawn from the original books, but from later sources which don't
necessarily harmonize with the story line.) 27
The sequel to the Disney and Walden media films of The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe and
Prince Caspian The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the Dawn Treader is due to be
released to theaters December 10, 2010, filming started in May 2009. Michael Apted will be
directing, and Andrew Adamson has returned as one of the producers.
The film will be released theatrically in Australia on December 9, 2010 and in the United States
and United Kingdom on December 10, 2010.

26
27

http://www.aceshowbiz.com/news/view/00022482.html
http://narnia.wikia.com/wiki/The_Voyage_of_the_Dawn_Treader
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Jesus warned that “If it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect,” (Matt. 24:24). Peter the
apostle also forewarned that “false teachers” who shall privately bring in “damnable heresies,”
even denying the Lord that bought them, that “many shall follow their: pernicious ways,” and
sad to relate these “followers” are recruited from the orthodox church members, of whom the
Apostle Paul wrote to Timothy (II Tim. 4:3,4), saying: “The time will come when they will not
endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers,
having itching ears; and they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned
unto Fables,” This “turning away,” is evidenced on every hand.

WHITE WITCHCRAFT AND MAGICAL LIES
C.S. Lewis, who the church at large respects as a Christian apologist and author, bore the
fruits of an infiltrator by promoting the doctrine of "white magic" (good magic) via
fictional novels directed toward children. Since all magic that is not mere sleight of hand is
accomplished with the cooperation of devils, it is Satan's agenda that is furthered by Lewis'
"white magic" lie. 28
In dialogue with those in the Pagan communities, I have often heard it said
that the term "White Witchcraft" is a phrase that they do not use. It is even
being said that this term is purely a Christian label used to distinguish some
Witchcraft from darker more diabolical Witchcraft (black). Firstly, I would
like to say that I do realize that the majority of modern Wiccans, neopagans, and Witches, do not seem to use this term a lot these days.
However, the term was in common usage a number of years ago and is
certainly still used by those in the pagan community. Here are a few
representative quotes from Pagan sources that freely use the terms "white
witchcraft/magic"29:
C.S.LEWIS
Because the source of all magick is from devils, any writer who represents himself as a Christian
and presents the concept of helpful, "white magic" is also knowingly seeking to change the way
Christians understand the matter of magickal happenings. In the case of the Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe and The Lord of the Rings, the authors' "good magic" paradigm shift has primed
many people to believe that supernatural occurrences should be regarded as good--even if the
source of the power is not from God--if the result is good.30

28
29
30

http://libertytothecaptives.net/cslewis_fruits.html
http://www.spotlightministries.org.uk/whitewitchcraft.htm
ibid
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The source of all supernatural activity is either from God and his angels or Satan and his devils.
If God and his angels are not identified as the source of supernatural activity, then Satan and his
devils are the source, whether the author discloses this fact or not.31
FALLING AWAY
The Apostle Paul warns of the spread of
heresy from the Christian faith. The word
Apostasy conveys the particular idea of
falling away, a withdrawal, a defection
from the faith. Paul goes on to say in the
scriptures, “Let no man deceive you by any
means; for that day shall not come, except
there come a falling away first, and that
man of sin be revealed, the son of
perdition,” (I Thess. 2:3).

The Bible shows in (II Thess. 2) the
last days that a spirit of “strong
delusion” will overtake the whole
world. Have you noticed that “another
Jesus, another Gospel,” is being
preached everywhere?
There is the shocking assault and all-out spiritual wars being waged currently
against the kids by Satan's demonic legions, his New Age leadership and their
millions of disciples. New Age occultism is sweeping across America and the
globe, snatching up the innocent children in its rotten net. Satan's program of
ongoing, systematic child abuse knows no bounds. Images, concepts, and symbols
of the New Age and of sorcery and witchcraft now permeate kids TV programs,
cartoons, and movies. Unsuspecting children are constantly being exploited and
abused by willful teachers and entertainers bent on poisoning captive young minds
with the occult, New Age doctrines and rituals.
Paul shocked his listeners with the fact that many of their apostles were actually
false when he said, “And no marvel (surprise); for Satan himself is
transformed into an angel of light. Therefore it is no great thing if his
ministers also be transformed as the minister of righteousness: whose end
shall be according to their works.”
31
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The Apostle Paul shows that even as false ministers appeared as true ministers,
So also Satan can masquerade himself as a true angel light of God. The purpose of
coming to a person in the role of the deceiver is to trick that individual into
accepting the false for the true. A believer protection is discerning the spirits to see
if they be of God and studying the whole counsel of God’s Word and rightly
dividing the Word by interpreting Scripture with Scripture.32
GOD’S PRECIOUS FRUIT IS DRAWN AWAY

Parents must be vigilant. Satan’s aim is to grab the mind
of your child and then steal the child’s soul forever.
Children are perishing for the lack of knowledge of
parents and Christian ministers. Many are ignorant of the
role toys, cartoons and movies play in a child’s life. One
toy manufacturer has announced new toys that will
interact with the television cartoons. Have you ever
noticed that glazed, hypnotic stare that comes into your
child’s eyes while watching television? This interacting
toy will totally control your child’s mind. The news
media announced that the human ear would not be able
to hear the commands given to the toys from the
cartoons but the toys would be triggered to interact with the TV action. This proves that
cartoonists are probably already embedding subliminal messages to the minds of your children.33
Called subliminal Projection by New Age prophet, Aldous Leonard Huxley in his Utopian book,
Brave New World & Brave New World Revisited:
“Subliminal projection means an image presented to the sight or words to the hearing for a
matter of microseconds and superimposed upon visual or auditory entertainment. What is seen or

32
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heard in that lightning like interval lodges in the
subconscious and tends to be a powerful influence on
subsequent behavior.”34

Throw away
witchcraft teach
them about
Jesus

It’s about worldly and spiritual authority. Christian
parents are given the responsibility to raise their precious
young souls for God that He has entrusted unto them;
admonitions to carefully train one’s child in the Lord,
(Deut.11: 9). (Eph.6: 4). See spiritual warnings for those
who fail to properly teach their children or lead them into
error-filled teachings. “But who shall offend one of
these little ones which believe in me, it were better for
him that a millstone was hanged about his neck, and
that he be drowned in the depths of the sea,” (Matt.18:
6).35

Christian parents have fundamental spiritual authority or
headship over their children. Even if the child has not yet
received eternal life, he or she is protected and sanctified
under the covenant of the parents’ commitment to Jesus
Christ to an incredible extent. The Lord has placed a
strong hedge of protection around Christian families, (Job.1: 10). Godless parents mindlessly
open the child’s lifestyle of disobedience and a disposition to turn to the devil into the minds and
lives of his or her children. These influences that the children are under are strongholds that
control their thinking and will affect how they relate to the Gospel. They will also cause spiritual
bondages in their lives. These rebellions include ensnarements to drug dependency, sexual sins,
etc. The parent’s lives will be repeated in their children. Godly parents must raise children holy.
“. . . the unbelieving husband is sanctified by the wife and the unbelieving wife is sanctified
by the husband else were your children unclean but now are they holy,” (I Cor. 7:14)). The
word “unclean” conveys the particular idea under demonic influence. Many things apart from the
family defile the children, such as ungodly television, movies, books, music and a host of other
evil undertakings that are available to them outside the home.36
Making a Deal with the Devil...
What Lewis, in classical theological terms, portrays in Narnia is called, *The
Ransom Theory of the atonement. The Ransom Theory in short is: The notion
34
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that it was the devil that made the cross necessary, by Christ being offered to him
as a ransom for all of lost humanity. It was a payment made to the devil, by
Christ, for the salvation of mankind. This is of course is untrue according to the
Scriptures. 37
38

Berkhof writes when commenting on this utter folly and specious teaching:
“Christ offered Himself as a ransom to Satan, and Satan accepted the ransom
without realizing that he would not be able to retain his hold on Christ because of
the latter's divine power and holiness. . . Thus the souls of all men - even of those
in Hades - were set free from the power of Satan.”
Jesus Christ never offered Himself to Satan as a blood sacrifice! John 3:16, He
came to release Satan’s captives and redeem their souls. He defeated him and
made an open show of him; Gal 3:13, -- “Christ hath redeemed us from the
curse of the law, being made a curse for us: for it is written, Cursed is
every one that hangeth on a tree . . . “KJV
Here's the Truth of It
The cross was never referred to by the Lord or any of the Apostles as a ransom
paid by Christ to Satan. But they did speak about the cross as a vicarious
propitiatory sacrifice, meeting the demands of the law, fulfilling all righteousness,
appeasing God’s wrath, atonement for the sins of the elect, and the expiation of
guilt. 39
To illustrate: Lewis has Aslan making a
deal with the Queen of Narnia (the
Witch) for Edmund’s blood. Aslan meets
with The Witch to strike a deal with her.
The deal being: he agrees to willingly
submit to the Witch’s thirst for his death
by dying in Edmund’s place on the stone
altar of The Witch.
The Witch is portrayed as having power over Aslan by shaving his mane from his
head, her demonic-like followers beating him, and then striking him dead with the
thrust of her knife into his heart. She then in the aftermath of his death proceeds
to mock him before his followers, by wearing the remains of his shaved mane as a
cloak in battle. Within this moving allegorical picture, what is being depicted is
37
38
39
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untrue biblically. Unpacking the biblical meaning from the allegory leaves one to
believe that Satan deceived Christ into making a deal for the soul of a man (in
Lewis’s world Aslan dies for one mischievous, cowardly, deceived boy named
Edmund. Did not the rest of Narnia need redemption?); Christ then surrendered
His will to Satan in that brokered agreement; the cross was then Satan’s blind
victory over the Son of God, and lastly, Satan thought he had defeated Christ on
the cross as all of his hellish hosts rejoiced in seeing the Son of Man killed. 40
*UPDATE: (In fairness to Lewis, I haven't been able to find, yet, where Lewis
wrote about the ransom theory. However, what was depicted in tome and film in
LWW portrayed a ransom theory view. The confusing facts here are significant:
though he may not have written on the ransom theory, he certainly gives
credence to it in the LWW. What is the reality? Still investigating).41

"Him hath God exalted."
Acts 5:31
Jesus, our Lord, once crucified, dead and buried, now sits upon the throne of glory. The highest
place that heaven affords is His by undisputed right. It is sweet to remember that the exaltation
of Christ in heaven is a representative exaltation. He is exalted at the Father's right hand, and
though as Jehovah He had eminent glories, in which finite creatures cannot share, yet as the
Mediator, the honours which Jesus wears in heaven are the heritage of all the saints. It is
delightful to reflect how close is Christ's union with His people. We are actually one with Him;
we are members of His body; and His exaltation is our exaltation. He will give us to sit upon
His throne, even as He has overcome, and is set down with His Father on His throne; He has a
crown, and He gives us crowns too; He has a throne, but He is not content with having a throne
to Himself, on His right hand there must be His queen, arrayed in "gold of Ophir." He cannot
be glorified without His bride. Look up, believer, to Jesus now; let the eye of your faith behold
Him with many crowns upon His head; and remember that you will one day be like Him, when
you shall see Him as He is; you shall not be so great as He is, you shall not be so divine, but
still you shall, in a measure, share the same honours, and enjoy the same happiness and the
same dignity which He possesses. Be content to live unknown for a little while, and to walk
your weary way through the fields of poverty, or up the hills of affliction; for by-and-by you
shall reign with Christ, for He has "made us kings and priests unto God, and we shall reign
forever and ever." Oh!, wonderful thought for the children of God! We have Christ for our
glorious representative in heaven's courts now, and soon He will come and receive us to
Himself, to be with Him there, to behold His glory, and to share His joy. 42
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